Effects of small angle discrepancies on interpretations of subtraction images.
The present study examines interpretations of subtraction images of pairs of radiographs taken at 0 degrees, 1 degree, or 2 degrees of angle discrepancy. The radiographs were taken at each of 48 alveolar crestal sites on 15 dried human skulls. Computer-simulated lesions were induced at the sites on three fourths of the radiographs. Ten instructed dentists were asked to interpret the subtraction images as to the presence or absence of crestal change. A 2-degree angle discrepancy between radiographs resulted in a significant difference in sensitivity from that of radiographic pairs with a 0-degree discrepancy. However, we found no significant difference in sensitivity between 1-degree and 0-degree pairs of radiographs. In conclusion, a 1-degree geometric difference between pairs of radiographs does not significantly contribute to errors in interpretation of subsequent subtraction images.